
 

Vibration and spell EM · NA 

EM · NA resemble the two vibrating syllables of a mantra. E and then a, invert the order of 
the vowels (a e): e - a. However, the m followed by the n respects the order of the 
alphabet. Although it looks like a female name, like Enma, the letters, as we have just 
seen, are arranged differently, with that point in the middle that binds and holds the nasal 
resonance in the skull of the em, which rushes to the chime of the na: emmm · naaa. Not 
only does sound vibrate in the resonators of our body, so does that with thoughts and 
mental images. And it can happen with what we see and feel, if our sensitivity and 
attention remain open and attentive, as EM · NA propitiates. 

EM · NA is the second piece by Colectivo Glovo de Lugo, formed by Esther Latorre (Lugo, 
1990) and Hugo Pereira (Porto, 1994). It premiered at the Teatro Ensalle in Vigo, within the 
Festival Isto Ferve, on March 26, 2021, and could also be seen, that weekend, the 27th 
and 28th. EM · NA was in residence in the Vigo room, where Pedro Fresneda incorporated 
the light action. A light design that further rounds and amplifies that dramatic sense related 
to vibration and pulsed by the choreography and the enveloping sound space, which 
BABYKATZE’s music generates. 

The first piece of the Glovo Collective is M A P A (2016), another title of two very sonorous 
syllables, open and solar, with the resonance of the mmm that opens towards the a and 
explodes in the pa. Two syllables for two people, Esther and Hugo. A duo with multiple 
zones of movement amplified in unison. The spell of a dance, of such a radical listening, 
that turns the two into one. We see two and feel one. We feel two and see one. It was 
already happening in M A P A and it is happening again in EM · NA. This leads us to infer 
that this new contemporary dance company, since the premiere of MAPA in 2016, when it 
won the Audience Award of the Festival Sólodos en Danza de Ourense or, in 2019, the 1st 
Prize in the International Choreography Contest Burgos - NY, by the spring of this 2021, it 
is likely that, instead of launching to produce a show each year, they had opted to delve 
into those two pieces they created in six years. Two pieces in which a very singular, 
austere and concentrated dance poetics is distilled, without concessions to effects, not 
even to poses identifiable according to styles or techniques of dance. However, this 
concentration and austerity are imbued with a movement of high physical rigor and 
precision and a full and magnetic being. Creativity is not displayed, it is subtle, and it 
appears in small gestures, in figures, attitudes, compositions and movements of a unique 
and vibrant beauty. 

EM · NA is a piece of delicate and at the same time powerful dance virtuosity. Contained 
intensity. Electrifying asceticism. As I pointed out, Esther and Hugo have a unison that is 
pure magic. It is as if the difference is mirrored in the conjunction and the movement, in 
this way multiplied and mirrored, acquires a vibration that touches and catches us. 

Pedro Fresneda’s light is like a spider weaving a web that sways with movement, just like 
the sand that moves in the wind or the waves of the sea on a beach. The explicit vibration, 



located in different parts of the duo’s body parts, causes the looks to come and acquire a 
special intensity. The movement accumulates, restrains, explodes in different intensities 
and proportions, flows and reverberates in us without undoing its spell. 
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